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Product name

Description

1967-1969 Transmission Dust Shield (Big Block, A-727)

1962-76 Chrysler transmission dust shield for big block models DDICMP800117
equipped with a Torqueflite 727 automatic transmission. This part
bolts on the transmission bellhousing to pevent debris from
entering the torque converter area.
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1967-1974 Automatic Dipsticks & Tube Sets

SKU

(Big Transmission dust shield bolts for big block, Hemi models. qty 4. DDICMP800119
Bolt sets are black phosphate.

Original style transmission dipstick set for all models equipped DDICMD2581
with an A (273, 318, 340 & 360), B (361, 383 & 400) or RB motor
(413, 426W & 440) and the 727 transmission. Patterned after the
original dipstick, these will clear most factory exhaust manifolds
and may require some modification with headers. Includes tube
and dipstick, O-ring sold separately. Available in black or chrome
finish.ICMD2549, 426 Hemi sets include O-ring
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CAD

105.99

42.39

58.29
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1967-1974 Transmission Cooler Line Bracket

This stainless steel bracket mounts to the bellhousing and DDICMD2546
secures the transmission cooler lines in place.

37.09

1967-1974 Transmission Dipstick O-Ring

Original Chrysler automatic transmission dipstick O-ring. Will fit DDICMD2553
all models.

7.41

1967-1976 Torqueflite Kickdown Cable Set

A complete kickdown set for your Torqueflite transmission that DDICMN2236
will work on all carbureted rear wheel drive 1962-76 Mopar
models. This set will fit everything from 6 cylinders with 2 barrels
to Hemi and 440 Six-Packs, including other multiple carbureted
vehicles with just about any intake manifold. This patented set
will give you the proper throttle pressure your transmission
requires, correct shift points, versatile installation combinations,
and provide longevity to your Torqueflite. For an added touch,
use part number MN2235 Accelerator Cable Mounting Bracket
along with the Torqueflite Kickdown Cable Set. It works on all 4
barrel applications and cleans up the intake manifold. Generally
is not a necessity if you are using an OE style intake manifold,
OE carburetor, or if you are sure you have the correct OE
accelerator bracket for intake and carburetor combination.

259.69

1967-1976 Torqueflite Replacement Kickdown Cable

Kickdown replacement cable for your Torqueflite transmission DDICMN2238
that will work on all carbureted rear wheel drive 1962-76 Mopar

185.49
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models. This cable will fit everything from 6 cylinders with 2
barrels to Hemi and 440 Six-Packs, including other multiple
carbureted vehicles with just about any intake manifold. It will
give you the proper throttle pressure your transmission requires,
correct shift points, versatile installation combinations, and
provide longevity to your Torqueflite. For an added touch, use
part number MN2235 Accelerator Cable Mounting Bracket along
with the Torqueflite Kickdown Cable Set MN2236. It works on all
4 barrel applications and cleans up the intake manifold. Generally
is not a necessity if you are using an OE style intake manifold,
OE carburetor, or if you are sure you have the correct OE
accelerator bracket for intake and carburetor combination.

1967-1976 Transmission Dust Shield (Small Block, 904)

1966-76 Chrysler transmission dust shield for small block models DDICMP800118
equipped with a 904 automatic transmission. This part bolts on
the transmission bellhousing to prevent debris from entering the
torque converter area.Note- Depending on starter, some
modifications may be necessary

79.49

1967-1976 Transmission Dust Shield (Small Block, A-727)

Original Chrysler transmission dust shield for small block models DDICMD2550
equipped with a Torqueflite 727 automatic transmission. This part
bolts on the transmission bellhousing to pevent debris from
entering the torque converter area.

63.59

1967-1976 Transmission Dust Shield Bolt Set (Small Block, Transmission dust shield bolts for small block models equipped DDICMP800120
A-727/904)
with a 727/904 automatic transmission. Bolt sets are black
phosphate.

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Dart/Demon parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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